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To make an accurate simulation for social medias, we first need to find the stimulus in
external sources. In this work, we model the stimulus mining into a narrative classification
task on a news article dataset. The previous state-of-the-art text classification methods can
not be directly applied here, mainly due to the following challenges we need to solve: 1)
Lack of training data: the given news article data does not have labeling for narratives and
we can not afford manual labeling other than a small evaluation set. 2) The complexity in
narratives: narratives are defined in a more complex way comparing to the classes used in
a classical news classification dataset, which stops us from using existing weakly-supervised
text classification methods that heavily depends on class name semantics. 3) The noisy news
article dataset: the collected dataset does not guarantee the documents will belong to any
of the narratives. In such cases, the power of self-training strategy widely used in existing
methods on weak supervision, will be limited.
To solve these challenges, we proposed a narrative decomposition and re-grouping strategy
and a relevance filtering module, to fully utilize the power of weakly-supervised classification
methods. We conduct extensive experiments on two datasets under the background of real
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Online social medias are playing a more and more important role globally, as the internet
has been developed, mobilized, and connecting almost everywhere in the world into a few
clicks over the very recent decades. Social medias such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube or
Reddit has already become an essential part for people’s life and have become battlefields in
many areas such as fashion, advertisement, entertainment or even politics. Individuals use
social media for multiple purposes, including sharing their ideas and thoughts, discussing
over the most recent events, or simply reposting others’ contents to show agreement or
disagreement. Those activities will further forms collective behaviors of a crowd of people
on the internet social medias.
Simulating those behaviours and evolution of information on social medias like Twitter and
YouTube has drawn much attention from researchers [1, 2]. It can benefit many downstream
tasks such as opinion polling, bot and misinformation spread detection, investor guidance and
other applications that require a real-time trend or even future prediction for propagation
and evolution on certain topics.
This thesis summarizes part of the work in SocialSim Project 1, which aims to simulate
multiple social media platforms in the background of some global events. Many of the
existing works are studying the internal network structure such as peer influence between
network nodes, information propagation patterns, or using agent-based methods [3, 4, 5].
On the contrast, our team’s solution toward this project, takes a different direction. The big
picture is to build the connection between external event stimulus and social media reactions
in response to the events. The focus of this thesis work will be the part to mine stimulus
signals in the exogenous news medias, using text mining approach. This part will become
the input for the simulation models, which will learn mappings between the stimulus signals
and the volume of activities in social medias. After this step, the daily activity volume will
be reconstructed into social network structures using simulation algorithms. In this paper
we refer the later two parts as simulation steps, and are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Specifically, in this thesis we formulate the task into a narrative classification task. The
narrative is defined as some statement that offers a coherent explanation of some events or
circumstances, according to a study on news medias [6]. It can be viewed as a scenario where
a social media post is based on. An example for a narrative will be “arrests/protestors” and
any social media post discussing related events or thoughts will be categorized into it. Some
narratives may contains certain attitude, such as “pro/maduro” or “anti/maduro”, which
1Computational Simulation of Online Social Behavior (SocialSim) https://www.darpa.mil/program/
computational-simulation-of-online-social-behavior
1
makes aware of the stance in the social media post.
In the SocialSim project, we consider the external stimulus for social medias from public
news medias. The exogenous new article dataset is given along with the social media dataset,
with essential meta data such as the publication dates, URL links, first mentioned dates,
titles and text contents. The most useful one among them to understand the news articles
is the text, which give us the idea of using text mining and natural language processing
techniques to dig out the stimulus signal. However, automatically categorizing news articles
into narratives is not a trivial task. To apply advanced classification techniques, there are
still several challenges remaining:
Lack of training data One major challenge in this task is that the news article dataset do
not contain any narrative annotated articles. Labeling a new dataset can be very expensive
and time consuming, which makes supervised methods hard to be applied here. Also, without
sufficient training data, supervised methods can easily overfit the training data which will
be critical to our task since the stimulus mining will serve as the input for later simulation
part in the pipeline, such as stimulus reaction models. Using the proposed framework,
we successfully apply the state-of-the-art weakly supervised methods for this news article
dataset.
The complexity in narratives One major difference between a classical text classifica-
tion with this narrative classification task is complexity of class definitions. In classical text
classifications settings, class names are relatively easy, such as positive reviews / negative
reviews, the Amazon product categories or general news categories (sports, politics, fiances,
etc.). On the contrast, the narrative in our settings are defined in more complex way. The
class name complexity issue is highlighted when we want to fully utilize the state-of-the-art
weakly supervised methods, that partially or fully depends on the class name semantics.
Those methods are leveraging the explicit mentions of class names, where the narratives can
be expressed in a totally different way in corpus. The proposed solution bypass this issue
by doing narrative decomposition and re-grouping.
The noisy news article dataset Although the exogenous dataset is already collected
and given to us in the SocialSim challenges, it is not a perfect text dataset like popular
benchmark datasets. One severe issue is that the class exclusive assumption does not hold
here, i.e. some articles may not belong to any of the narratives. This issue is critical to
some self training strategies that are widely adopted in weakly-supervised methods. In
self training, if a non-relevant document is put into some classes with soft labels, the class
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semantics will drift from the original ones, while in original self training settings, the soft
labels will be adjusted and eventually (with high possibility) being put into the correct class.
In the remaining parts of this thesis, I will first give some introduction on preliminaries in
Chapter 2. Then I will introduce the formal definition for the narrative classification task
and the framework of the proposed solution to this task. After that I will show the results of
extensive experiments and analysis in SocialSim project challenge CP4 and CP5 background
with case studies, in Chapter 4. I include some related works in Chapter 5 and finally I will




2.1 FINE-TUNING BERT MODEL FOR TEXT CLASSIFICATION
A recent trend for text classification is to fine-tune a pretrained language model [7, 8,
9, 10]. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [7] is a widely
adopted choice for many downstream tasks with promising performance, if sufficient fine-
tuning data is given. The BERT-base model has 12 layers of transformer structure based on
attention mechanism [11]. Each layer compute the representations for a word span using the
output from last layer. The representation in final layer is considered as a contextualized
representation for each word (or sentence), and fed into a task specific layer to produce
desired output. The BERT model is first trained on massive standard corpus (usually the
Wikipedia pages) using unsupervised objectives (i.e. task), such as masked token prediction
and next sentence prediction. This step is called pretraining and the model parameters
are saved for later use. Then the task-layer is replace with a downstream task layer and
continue the training with task specific data. This step is called finetuning and it requires
much less training data comparing to the pretraining step to converge. Experiments in
their paper show that the finetuning strategy is roboust and affordable. Thus in most of
the classification applications, people directly use the public shared pretrained parameters
as the start point for the classifier finetuning, with a fully connected layer after the final
representation layer to produce the classifier output.
2.2 WEAKLY-SUPERVISED TEXT CLASSIFICATION
In some scenarios we do not have sufficient labeled document for training (or finetuning).
Weakly-supervised methods such as WeSTClass [12] and its hierarchical version WeSH-
Class [13] uses a few labeled documents or keywords to learn a von Mises Fisher word
distribution for the classes and generates pseudo-labeled documents for self-training. Some
methods [14, 15] use latent variable and assume document-topic or topic-keyword distribu-
tions similar to the LDA [16] settings for classification. In dataless classification [17, 18],
the class names, documents and Wikipedia concepts are projected into the same embedding
space. More recent work LOTClass [19] is using pretrained language models BERT and
masked token idea to find class related topic words as weak supervision.
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2.3 TOPIC KEYWORDS MINING
Topic mining (also called topic modeling) task is to find frequently covered topics with its
related keywords in a given corpus. A commonly used method is Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [16], which assumes a document will discuss a small set of topics (topic-document
distribution) and a topic uses a small set of words (topic-word distribution).
Another line of work is studying topic mining with category names given, which is quite
useful when the user is interested in some specific topics in the text corpus. Some previous
works such as labeled LDA [20] and SSHLDA [21] are using annotated supervisions to solve
this task. A recent work, CatE [22] is using category names as the only supervision. It
leverages discriminative embedding for category names in spherical space and use the same




The task studied in this paper is narrative classification, defined as following: given a set
of narratives C and a collection of news articles D where each document in the collection
di = {ti, si} is a pair of its text content ti and associated date time si. The desired output is
a set of time-series Y , one for each narrative ci, that should reflect the news media stimulus
strength for this narrative onto the social media activity volume.
3.2 NOTATIONS
Here is the notations used for this chapter:
Notation Explanation
D The corpus for the whole news collection




f Topic distribution predicted by classifier F
w Weighting function for a narrative and a topic
Table 3.1: The notations used in this chapter
3.3 OVERVIEW
The framework of the proposed solution to this task is shown in Figure 3.1. It contains
5 steps: narrative understanding, relevance filtering, keyword mining, classification and
time-series generation. There is another optional step called method combination, which is
directly motivated by the experiment results, was described in Chapter 4. The details for
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Figure 3.1: The proposed framework for this narrative classification task
3.4 UNDERSTANDING NARRATIVES
One of the major challenge is this task that makes it different from classical unsupervised
text classification is the complexity of narratives. In a classical setting, class names are
relatively simple, for example, politics or sports in news categories, and the amazon product
categories. In those settings class names are commonly mentioned in the corpus thus can be
used as a source of supervision in WeSTClass [12] and LOTClass [19].
However, in this task, the narrative is defined in a more complex way, such as pro/anti+person
or border conflict between country A and country B, and this expression may not be explic-
itly used in the corpus. To overcome this challenge, a narrative decomposition and grouping
step is proposed, to help weakly-supervised models understand complex class names.
Specifically, each narrative c will be decomposed into several topics d(c) = {pc,1, pc,2, ...},
for example, narrative “international/us sanction” will have topics “international”, “us”,
“sanction”. It is possible that two narratives share some of the topics, and is intended
because narratives will share part of the semantics, different from classical settings where
classes are exclusive. To fully utilize the power of weakly-supervised methods, topic grouping
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is necessary since those weakly-supervised methods by design is operated on a set of exclusive
classes on the same semantic level, to leverage the discriminative power between classes. For
example, keyword mining method CatE [22] favors class name groups such as good and bad,
Canada and U.S., politics and sports, but will fail in cases such as data mining and computer
science, where class exclusiveness is not guaranteed, and they do not belong to the same
semantic level. More details will be given in the next sections about keyword mining. In
this study, the decomposition and grouping are done manually to achieve better challenge
result in SocialSim but if the number of classes scales up, automatic methods should be
introduced. This is an interesting direction for future work.
3.5 RELEVANCE FILTERING
Another challenge in this task is the noise in the dataset. In benchmark dataset used for
classical text classifications, one can safely assume that each document will be categorized to
at least one class eventually. However, in the scenario of SocialSim, this assumption could not
be made most of time. This issue can be crucial to weakly-supervised classification methods
we used in later steps, since those methods like WeSTClass [12] and LOTClass [19] are using
self-training strategy which greatly depends on this assumption. To alleviate the noise in
the dataset, previous to any steps operating on the dataset (including running baselines), a
filtering step is applied here to increase the relevance of the dataset, to benefit the following
steps.
Specifically, we generate weak relevance supervision from tweet URL linking: if a news
article URL is mentioned in the tweet corpus, we assume this news is relevant (i.e. positive
samples). We randomly sample a list of news and pick the non-relevant documents as
negatives samples. A BERT [7] classification model is then fine-tuned on this generated
weak supervision, and further used for the relevance scoring method in this step. The below
Figure 3.2 shows an illustration for the pretaining and finetuning stages.
Like other binary classification task, a threshold is chosen to maximize the F1 score per-
formance on a held-out validation set. The keyword mining methods and weakly-supervised
classification methods used in later steps greatly depend on the relevance of the whole
dataset. This suggests us to have a high precision filtering module. However a high pre-
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Figure 3.2: A similar illustration to Figure 1 in BERT paper [7], showing the pretrain /
finetune stages for a BERT model in our news relevance classification task, where E is
the input embedding for the input sentence and C is the output embedding for sentence
classification token [CLS], also used for the relevance classification. T stands for the output
embedding for each word and [SEP ] is a special token in original BERT that separates
two sentences. The left part is the pretraining stage which is done by the BERT authors.
The right part is the finetuning stage which happens in our specific news article relevance
classification step.
3.6 TOPIC KEYWORD MINING
The goal for this step is to find keywords in the whole news corpus D that can help classi-
fication models understand topics, and can also make the whole solution more explainable.
We adopt CatE [22] for our keyword mining step. CatE is using spherical embedding for top-
ics, documents and words, and assumes topic-document document-word and word-context
distributions. It leverages the discrimination between topics and iteratively add keywords
into the topic category. Another reason for using CatE here is because CatE topic mining
method will find keywords with larger specificity than the given category name input. This
feature allows us to find more concrete and corpus background related keywords. We will
see this type of keywords in the case studies in the next chapter.
The discriminativeness between categories ensures each keyword will go to the only cat-
egory it most likely belongs to. This is a strong indicator when categories have little over-
lapping and is essential since the CatE method is using iterative keywords retrieval: if an
error is made at early stage, it can be harmful for the whole keywords mining result. In our
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setting, the decomposed topics are not necessary to be non-overlapping, but with the help
from the previous steps, the narratives are decomposed and re-grouped into separate topic
groups, that can fully utilize the discriminative power within each group.
Please note that for different topic groups, the CatE method is applied independently since
those groups have different semantic levels. For each topic, we hard cut at top-q keywords to
ensure the topic keywords are having high quality and meaningful. We denote the keywords
found for topic p as kp0, . . . , k
p
q−1. Conveniently, the topic notation here is not attached with
a group index since we are making groups that do not share the same topics.
3.7 TOPIC CLASSIFICATION
In classification step we aim to categorize news into topics within each group. Although
finetuning pretrained language models such as BERT for classification task is a current
trend that shows promising results, it still requires labeled documents as training data in
the finetuning stage. If we could not find high quality supervisions (either by hand labeling
or automatic generation as we did in the relevance filtering step), the BERT classification
model can not be directly applied to our setting.
Thus, we adopt a WeSTClass [12] classifier F here since it is a weakly-supervised text
classification method that do not require labeled documents as training. Instead, it takes
a set of explanation keywords for each class (class is referred as topic in this step) as weak
supervision, and generate pseudo training documents using embedding vectors from the topic
von Mises Fisher distributions in spherical space. It then uses self-training on real unlabeled
article set. This style of using classes also implies the necessary discriminativeness among
the classes, which is ensured by the proposed decomposition / regrouping framework.
Similar with the topic keyword mining step, the topic classification is also applied sepa-
rately for each topic groups. We denote the predicted topic distribution for news article i as
F (ti)p = fi,p.
3.8 TIME-SERIES GENERATION
The final goal in the task is to generate a timeline that can reflect the stimulus from news
media and help predict social media trends later in the pipeline. Intuitively, a document
that covers all the topics belongs to a narrative, should be considered as a related document
for this narrative. In practice, to combine different topic scores, we use a weighted geometric
mean on topic scoring produced by the previous topic classification method, as the narrative
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scoring G. The formula for news i and narrative c is shown in Formula 3.1 where w(c, pj) is
the weighting function for narrative c and its topic decomposition pj.







Similar to the decomposition and grouping, the weighting is also hand crafted since the
narrative number is reasonably small. We put more weights on concrete topics such as
actions and countries in the narrative but less weights on other, more general topics such as
topic “international”. This weighting can also be automatically decided using the specificity
idea in the CatE paper but we leave this direction to the future work.
With the help of the filtering step, we can assume each document is categorized to the
narrative with highest combination scoring. The timeline is then generated by accumulating
the daily narrative scoring as the news media stimulus for social media. Please note that
each document will only contribute its score to the highest ranked narrative, to avoid a
timeline mode collapse (the timelines looking extremely similar to each other).
We do not apply normalization step here because empirical results show that the normal-
ization do not make a huge difference in the time-series curve, since the scaling factor can
be ignored and re-adjusted in the social media simulation module, which is not included in
this thesis (but included as the subsequent module in the SocialSim pipeline).
We also found that using accumulation for document narrative scores or using the number
of news articles do not differs too much in terms of the simulation evaluation metrics. We
believe this is also due to the similar scaling factor reason for normalization.
3.9 EXAMPLES
We use several example narratives to demonstrate the proposed framework. The selected
narratives are “military”, “crisis/lack essentials”, “arrests/opposition protesters”, taken from
the CP4 dataset described in the next chapter. The goal here is to find the stimulus signals
from news articles to social media trends, for these specific narratives.
Firstly, the narratives will be decomposed into topics, most of the narratives can be par-
titioned into words, in which case “military” itself is a topic, “crisis/lack essentials” will
have topics “crisis”, “lack” and “essentials”, and “arrests/opposition protesters” will have
“arrests”, “opposition” and “protesters”. You can see that those topics are from different se-
mantic groups: “military” and “crisis” are in general level that covers a large number of con-
cepts, “arrests” and “lack” are certain actions, “essentials”, “opposition” and “protesters”
are more concrete concepts.
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In the second step, we use our finetuned relevance filtering module to make the news
article dataset less noisy.
In the third step, we use group-wise CatE method to find keywords for the topics. For
example, “lack” will probably find keywords such as “shortage” and “run out of”. The
grouping of topics makes the use of discriminative power between topics possible.
The keywords are further fed into WeSTClass to do topic classification on a preprocessed
cleaned dataset.
Finally the narrative score is calculated using geometric mean for each news article and
the score is accumulated to serve as the daily stimulus signal for the social media trends.
The example stimulus timelines generated is shown in Figure 3.3. For narrative “military”
(the first figure), there are two peak spikes for both Twitter platform and news platform
are on the same day, showing a good alignment. And for narrative “crisis/lack essentials”
(the second figure), the peak spike in news media falls one day behind the peak spike in
Twitter media. This is also commonly observed for few narratives: the event first attracted
attention on Twitter, then the news media articles joined in. For narrative “arrests/op-
position protesters” (the third figure), we can see a false positive peak spike is made on
2019-01-10, which will later be reflected in social media simulation errors.
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Figure 3.3: Example time-series produced by the pipeline for narratives “military”, “cri-
sis/lack essentials” and “arrests/opposition protesters”, from top to below. The blue curve
stands for the news stimulus from news media. The red curve is the tweet activity volume
groundtruth. The x-axis is the time, and y-axis is the signal strength in two sources. The
two curves are scaled to match the peak value for better visualization.
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTS
4.1 THE DATASET PREPARATION
The two datasets used in this paper is provided by the SocialSim project, named as CP4
and CP5. The CP4 dataset is in the background of Venezuela election in 2019 and CP5 is
about China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). In both dataset, a social media events
dataset and a news article dataset called exogenous data, are given to us. In this paper, we
mainly focus on the news article dataset with the exception of the weak supervision for rele-
vance filtering. As we mentioned as one of the major difficulty in this task, both news datasets
are not labeled. The narratives are manually defined for some events happening during the
background, such as “international/us sanction” in CP4 and “china-india/border conflict”
in CP5.
4.2 EXPERIMENT SETUP
In both CP4 and CP5 dataset we evaluate the time-series produced by the proposed
solution using Pearson’s correlation with social media groundtruth time-series. Pearson’s
correlation is a measurement of linear correlation between two timeseries data. Higher
correlation means that the two time series are more similar in terms of “shape”, which
ignores the scaling factor between the two sets of data.
In CP5, we further evaluate this pipeline in a classification setting using some manually
labeled news articles.
The settings for two datasets, such as compared methods, are different. This is because
the datasets details for the SocialSim challenge have changed from CP4 to CP5. Thus, we
show the experiment results for these two datasets separately.
We show an statistics for the two datasets in Table 4.1.
CP4 CP5
#news articles 193475 170739
#narratives 21 49
#topic groups 4 2
Table 4.1: The statistics for CP4 and CP5 datasets.
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4.3 THE CP4 DATASET
The CP4 dataset contains two social media platforms: Twitter and YouTube. The back-
ground for CP4 is Venezuela election and the narratives defined by SocialSim are related
events with heated discussion globally.
In CP4 dataset we did not use the relevance filtering module since the dataset is relatively
clean. We discuss the effectiveness of relevance filtering module in the CP5 dataset section.
4.3.1 Compared Methods
We compare the proposed solution with the following methods in the CP4 dataset:
BERT This is a baseline method that is using the BERT classifier provided by the official
SocialSim Program for Tweet text. It is a fully supervised classification method finetuned
on labeled tweet text. This BERT classifier is also used for the groundtruth labeling for (re-
maining unlabeled) tweets. This gives the model unfair advantage because we are evaluating
other methods against the tweet labels generated by this model. However, this classifier is
finetuned on tweet text which by natural differs from news text, that still gives us space for
improvements.
Keywords This is a baseline method that uses the intermediate keywords results as stim-
ulus source. This method counts the daily occurrences of keywords belong to the affiliated
topics for some narrative, and use this occurrence as the news media trends for this narra-
tive. This method can be viewed as an ablation for the proposed solution that bypass the
classification module and directly use the keyword results.
CatE+WeST This is the proposed solution we described in Chapter 3.
4.3.2 The Time-Series Correlation Results
We show the Pearson’s correlation results in Figure 4.1 with narrative breakdown visu-
alizations and Table 4.2 for a quantitative summary. From the results we can see that the
proposed method outperforms other two baseline methods by average. From narrative break-
downs we can see that the proposed solution produce a more robust results in both platforms






Table 4.2: The average Pearson’s correlation for CP4 narratives.
4.3.3 Keyword Results
In this section we will show part of the keywords found by CatE in Table 4.3. We can
see that the keywords are explainable and highly related to both the topic and the corpus
background, which can serve as weak supervision and benefit later classifiers.
Group Topic Keywords
Participant
u.s. u.s. us refiners bpd
russia russia china rosneft moscow
Action
support support commitment voiced solidarity
protests demonstrations demonstration protests clashes
arrests arrests deaths killings shooting
violence clashes demonstrations repression violence
aid convoy aid trucks tons
sanction embargo sanction restrictions impose
crisis crises turmoil crisis solve
Attitude
legitimate rightful legitimate recognise guiado
illegitimate fraudulent illegitimate constituent usurper
Table 4.3: Top keywords found by CatE for some selected topics in CP4.
4.3.4 Classification Case Study
In this section we show some case studies for top scored news articles for narrative
“protests” to demonstrate the ability of proposed framework in finding high quality news
articles for given narrative. The news titles with highest scores found by the proposed
framework are listed in Table 4.4.
Reading the titles, we can see that the proposed framework successfully capture the se-
mantics for “protests” under the background of Venezuela election.
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Score Title
0.7368 Guaido returns to Venezuela , calls for more street protests
0.7282 Venezuela protests : ’ Four dead ’ as thousands rally against Maduro
0.7072 Venezuela : President Nicolas Madura proposes early elections amid protests
0.5154 Opposition calls for Venezuelan wave against Maduro as protests swell
0.4465 More blackouts hit Venezuela as opposition , government rally
0.4306 Venezuela : Huge crowds turn out for rival protests
0.4254 Guaido returns to Venezuela , calls for more street protests
0.4074 Venezuela protests : Thousands take to the streets in rival rallies
0.384 Venezuela ’s Guaido calls for massive protest as blackout drags on
0.3632 PROPHECY UPDATE : Venezuela ’s Guaido To Return Home
Table 4.4: Case studies for top scored news articles belongs to narrative “protest” in CP4.
4.4 THE CP5 DATASET
The CP5 is using a more recent background about China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC). The time period also overlaps with the start of COVID-19 pandemic. The narrative
is defined in a similar way with CP4, but with the exception that some of the less popular
narratives are gathered as a collective narrative called “others”. In practice, we do not
consider narrative “others” until the social media simulation evaluation phase (i.e. we flatten
the narrative “others” since we need the narrative names to be meaningful).
In CP5, we remove the YouTube platform since the total amount of events is much smaller
comparing to the CP4 YouTube platform. Comparing with the CP4 dataset, CP5 dataset
and its narratives are more difficult. Some narratives even have underlying meanings, for
example in original narratives, “china-india/border conflict” do not contains “India” in the
narrative names, but the standards used for tweet labeling do have this component. Thus
we modified some of the keywords and narrative names manually to fit its definition.
4.4.1 Relevance Filtering Module Evaluation
We are using the tweet URL linking to generate weak supervision for this relevance filtering
module: we looked into tweets that are labeled with at least one narrative and mentioning
some URL links, then regard the news articles with these URL links to be relevant (positive
samples). We randomly select negative news article samples in the remaining unlinked
URLs. This results in a finetuning set containing 434357 news articles in total. We split
it into a train set with 80% and a validation set and a test set with 10% each. We further
manually labeled a set of news articles of size 145. The negative samples are select to be
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hard negatives, for example we select news about plane crash since it can be very likely to
be classified to border clash in the topic classification step.
The final relevance filtering module has 0.636 F1 score on the held out testing set and 0.811
on the manual labeled test set, with threshold 4.1355 × 10−6. The details for quantitative
measurement is shown in Table 4.5.
Dataset F1 Precision Recall
Auto Linked (Test) 0.636 0.698 0.584
Manual Test 0.811 0.726 0.92
Table 4.5: Quantitative evaluations for the relevance filtering module
4.4.2 Compared Methods
We compare the following set of methods in CP5. Please note that for all of the compared
methods, we are using the proposed relevance filtered dataset.
LEIDOS-BERT This is the same BERT model we compared with in CP4. Since in CP5
we add another BERT based model, to distinguish these two models, we call this offically
providede tweet BERT model “LEIDOS-BERT”.
Tuned-BERT This is the second BERT based classifier. It is using pretrained language
model BERT and is finetuned on a small set (far less than sufficient) of manually labeled
news article set.
LOTClass This is a recent weakly-supervised classification method named LOTClass [19].
It combines the masked language model ideas with similar principles used in CatE [22].
However, it requires that the class names are from BERT vocabularies, which does not
always hold for our scenario, such as the narratives containing person names. Thus, the
LOTClass method is only operated on part of the narratives.
Keyword The keyword baseline is similar to the keyword method we used in CP4, but
in the CP5 settings, we further made a manual inspection on the keywords, to ensure the
quality of results in the competition. Specifically we count the number of news articles that
contains narrative related keywords, as the popularity of that narrative in the news media.
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CatE+WeSTClass Again, we call our proposed solution “CatE+WeSTClass” in the fol-
lowing sections.
4.4.3 The Time-Series Correlation Results
We show the narrative breakdown for Pearson’s correlation results between the news time-
series and twitter time-series in Figure 4.2 and an average result in Table 4.6. We surprisingly
found that the proposed CatE+WeSTClass method does not perform well. We looked into
narrative breakdowns and found that some narrative have an extremely poor result such as
“benefits/development/roads”. In CP5 dataset, the supervised methods, LEIDOS Bert and
Tuned BERT, are having better results in the correlation metric. This may because of the
intrinsic difficulty in the narrative understanding.
However, in later sections we show that the proposed method is having better performance
in terms of the simulation evaluation. This indicates that the correlation metric we used
is not a golden metric that perfectly reflect the method ability in the simulation task. But
currently, it is still the most intuitive way evaluating two time-series.
Pearson’s Correlation CatE+WeST keyword leidos bert lotclass tuned bert
Twitter 0.1233 0.1448 0.1972 0.1244 0.2327
Table 4.6: The average Pearson’s correlation for CP4 narratives.
4.4.4 The Classification Results
In addition to correlation based evaluation, in CP5 we did another quantitative evaluation
directly for classification task. We made two annotation set: one is human labeled news
article sets and another is an automatically linked news articles set.
Human Labeled News Article Set We looked into 119 news articles and labeled them
with narratives. We compare the accuracy in each narrative for the compared classifiers on
those labeled news articles.
The results in Table 4.7 show that even though the Tuned BERT classifier has achieved
more than 80% accuracy on 6 out of 9 narratives, it still only gets 0.2327 for average Pearson’s
correlation with tweet series. We believe this is caused by task intrinsic difficulty: the
correlation between stimulus in news media and tweet reactions are not as strong as in CP4.
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#samples Narrative CatE+WeSTs LEIDOS Tuned LOTClass
20 .../china/border 0.8 0.8 1 0.9
20 ../china/uighur 1 0.9 0.9 0.7
8 .../pakistan/bajwa 0.25 0.5 0 -
20 leadership/bajwa 0.25 0.6 0.8 -
20 .../pakistan/baloch 0.7 1 1 0.3
10 .../propaganda 0.8 1 0.4 -
13 .../development/energy 0.71 0.86 1 0.57
4 .../development/roads 0 1 1 0
4 .../jobs 0 1 0 0
119 Macro Average 0.501 0.851 0.677 -
Table 4.7: The classification accuracy for a manual annotated set of news articles.
Linked News Article Set This dataset is labeled using the URL mentioned in the tweets.
If a tweet mentions some news article URL, and that tweet has also been labeled to some
narratives, we give the same annotations to the linked news articles. Later we found that
this assumption is not always reasonable, since the mentioning of news URL could have
many reasons: it can be either agreement or disagreement. On the other hand, this setting
is closer to the stimulus reaction setting we need for later steps in the simulation pipeline.
We show the classification results in Table 4.8 for this automatically generated classifica-
tion dataset. We found that the proposed weakly-supervised CatE+WeSTClass is having a
competitive performance (0.69 macro average accuracy) comparing to the fully-supervised
LEIDOS BERT (0.734 macro average accuracy).
#samples Narrative CatE+WeST LEIDOS Tuned LOTClass
247 .../china/border 0.93 0.78 0.91 0.96
8 ../china/uighur 0.88 0.88 0.39 0.88
2 .../pakistan/bajwa 1 0.5 0 -
4 leadership/bajwa 0.5 0.75 0.5 -
19 .../pakistan/baloch 0.58 0.63 0.74 0.11
9 .../propaganda 0.33 0.67 0.11 -
11 .../development/energy 0.82 0.73 0.36 0.82
3 .../development/roads 0.67 1 0 1
6 .../jobs 0.5 0.67 0 0.67
309 Macro Average 0.69 0.734 0.334 -
Table 4.8: The classification accuracy for an automatically linked news articles using news
URLs in tweets.
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4.4.5 Case Study and Error Analysis
We show the mined keywords using CatE and proposed framework in Table 4.9.
We take a further look into a case study on narrative “china-india/border conflict” with
top ranked news articles in two time periods: June 2020 and August 2020. The articles that
classified to this narrative with their dates and classifier scores are listed in Table 4.10.
From the top scored articles we see that the proposed solution successfully capture the
semantics of “border conflict”. However, one can also observe that the semantics drifted
from “china-india border” to “pakistan-india border”, which does not meet the definition of
this narrative. All the involved countries “china”, “pakistan” and “india” are in the topic
group Participant, while “border” is in group General Topics. But since we are using the
weighted geometric mean to combine topic scores into narrative scores, even if a news article
covers only two (in this case, “india” and “border”) out of three (“china”, “india”, “border”)
topics, it still gets a reasonably high narrative score. This error case has led to a false positive
spike in the whole social media simulation, in testing period that covers August 2020.
This error type may be resolved using a twist of the score fusion by adding some “missing
part penalty”, in order to remove those news articles with partial matching of the narrative
topics and avoid a false positive spike. We leave this part in the future work.
Group Topic Keywords
Participant
pakistan pakistani pakistan islamabad
bajwa bajwa gen qamar javed bajwa
General Topic
propaganda disinformation propaganda media
leadership leadership ideological political
covid covid covid-19 virus
naval fleet naval warships
students students online classes teachers
energy energy renewable energy power
border border boundary border areas
funding funded funding funded by
Table 4.9: Top keywords found by CatE for some selected topics in CP5.
4.5 OPTIMIZING TIME-SERIES CORRELATION
Considering the absolute values in Pearson’s correlation in CP5 and CP4, we can see
the difficulty increases dramatically. The only narrative that achieve a high correlation
is “controversies/china/border” (in practice we rewrite it to “china-india/border conflict”).
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Score Date News Title
0.3893 06-17 Bihar Jawan Sunil Kumar Martyred as India-China Border Tension ...
0.3738 06-25 Ladakh LAC Disputes: Chinese Structures and Soldiers Spotted In ...
0.3684 06-17 Indo China Indo China border Tension on Indo China border Ladakh ...
0.3646 06-18 Indian army soldier Suniil kumar of Bihta Patna Bihar martyred ...
0.3585 06-16 34 Indian soldiers ’handed back’ after capture by Chinese forces, ...
0.3550 06-09 Chinese chopper activities go up along the Line of Actual in Eastern ...
0.3458 06-17 india china lac conflict galwan valley chines army commanding officer ...
0.3453 06-16 Increasing LAC Deployment This Winter Will Be an Expensive ...
0.3440 06-25 India Edification to China strictly follow the Line of Control
0.3416 06-21 Indian Army holding clash area, PLA blocking 8km Pangong stretch ...
0.2979 08-19 India building new road to Ladakh, for facilitating troop movement ...
0.2790 08-08 BSF kills suspected Pak intruder along IB in Barmer
0.2627 08-29 BSF Detects Tunnel Along India-Pak Border In Jammu — Kashmir ...
0.2591 08-10 Pakistani troops fire at border posts along LoC in another ceasefire ...
0.2589 08-08 BSF kills suspected Pakistan intruder along IB in Rajasthan’s ...
0.2531 08-23 Pak to use drones to bomb security establishments near Jammu ...
0.2524 08-29 Tunnel detected along Indo-Pak International border in Samba
0.2499 08-18 Tejas fighter jets: Amid border tensions with China, indigenous ...
0.2472 08-22 5 infiltrators shot dead by BSF along border with Pakistan in Punjab
0.2471 08-22 5 intruders shot dead along Pak border in Punjab: BSF - Rediff.com ...
Table 4.10: Top scored news articles for narrative “china-india/border conflict” in June 2020
(above) and August 2020 (below).
We found that for this narrative it is because the tremendous spike on certain day in both
Twitter platform and news medias has weakened the impact of other periods of time.
In some narratives, such as “leadership/sharif” and “opposition/propaganda”, the key-
word matching method seems to have a higher performance than other methods. These
narratives either requires certain person names, or have vague definitions in news article
categorizing, which make those narrative prefer lexical methods over semantic methods.
However, for some narratives such as “benefits/development/maritime”, semantic methods
outperforms lexical ones.
This observation gives us the motivation to combine those methods together, to achieve
an optimal results. We propose the following two combination strategies, that takes the
advantage from both semantic methods (LEIDOS BERT, Tuned BERT), lexical methods
(keywords), and the methods lying in the middle (the proposed solution and LOTClass).
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4.5.1 Per-Frame-Per-Method
The per-frame-per-method is quite straight-forward: it takes the best method for each
narrative independently, in terms of the training period correlations. Evaluation for simula-
tion results we show in later sections suggesting that this combination is actually not a good
choice because it can easily over-fit on the training data.
4.5.2 Weighted Sum
Instead of choosing one of the method for some narrative, the weighted sum tries to find
the optimal weighting for combining the time-series generated by the candidate methods.
This allows us to achieve an even better Pearson’s correlation of the produced stimulus
time-series in news and the groundtruth activity time-series in social media.
Comparing to per-frame-per-method combination strategy, the weighted sum seems to be
more robust since it takes an averaged timeline for each narrative. This point is confirmed
by the simulation results in the next section.
In practice, we use grid search of an 0.1 step from 0 to 1 for each method, to find this
optimal weighting on a held-out validation time period cut from the training time period.
In some narrative cases, it is possible for the weighted sum to degenerate to per-frame-per-
method combination strategy by giving all the weights to a single method, but for most of
the narratives the weightings are not polarized.
4.6 EVALUATING THE SOCIAL MEDIA SIMULATION
Although this paper only focuses on the narrative classification and stimulus time-series
generation part, as mentioned in the introduction, this task serves as an input module for the
whole social media simulation pipeline. We also include the quantitative results of the whole
pipeline in Figure 4.3. All the values are error rates, i.e. the smaller value means a better
results. The blue bar is the evaluation for social structure, mainly measuring the information
propagation pattern in the network. The orange bar is the evaluation for multi-platform,
mainly measuring the trends of activities in social medias.
The shown figure is the average results on 4 different testing time periods each contains 4
weeks. Our input models are concatenated with different simulation models in the pipeline
that will learn the mapping between social media stimulus time-series and social media
activity trends time-series. We do not discuss the differences of those simulation models in
this paper, but try to give a direct feeling of how our proposed framework is, among all the
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compared methods in terms of the simulation evaluations.
From the results we can see that the LEIDOS BERT method is having an leading result
(the first place and third place, using different simulation models). But as we mentioned
previously in Section 4.3.1, this model has an unfair advantage since it is also used to label
the groundtruth tweet narratives that we are evaluated against. The proposed framework
(referred as CatE+WeSTClass in the figure) is also on par with the LEIDOS BERT method.
However the proposed weighted correlation combination strategy slightly falls behind one
of its component, LEIDOS BERT, which is surprising because intuitively a larger correlation
will result in a lower error rate. Our conjecture here is that the weighted sum and per-frame-
per-method combinations suffer from the over-fitting problem, and a higher correlation does
not always guarantee a better simulation result.
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Figure 4.1: Part of the narrative breakdown visualizations for Pearson’s correlation. The
above figure is the result for Twitter platform and the below figure is the result for YouTube
platform. The higher value indicates a better correlation between the news time-series and
the groundtruth social media activity volume time-series.
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Figure 4.2: The narrative breakdown visualizations for Pearson’s correlation for CP5 Twitter
dataset. The higher value indicates a better correlation between the result stimulus time-
series in news and the groundtruth Twitter events time-series.
Figure 4.3: The evaluation results for the whole social media simulation results. The suffix
in model names are the methods describe and compared in this paper. The prefix in model
names are models to learn mapping between stimulus time-series and social media activity
volume time-series, which are not discussed in this paper. The presented bars are showing
errors, shorter bars are better.
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CHAPTER 5: RELATED WORKS
5.1 SOCIAL MEDIA SIMULATION
Many social media simulation works such as [5] are built on agent based modeling [3, 4].
These works tend to model interactions between network nodes, such as peer influence. There
is also a line of work predicting the volume of events using more recent machine learning
techniques such as LSTM and RNN in [23] and [24].
Contrary to their methods, the UIUC team is using a stimulus responding modeling for
social medias and news medias. The work in this thesis is a sub module in the whole
simulation pipeline.
5.2 NEWS TEXT CLASSIFICATION
There are many news article datasets having a classification task such as BBC news
classification [25], New York Times dataset 1, Huffpost dataset 2 and AG News [26].
However, in these datasets the categories are often general topics, such as politics, sports,
educations, etc. Those classes are clearly defined with single word, where embedding based
methods can capture the category easily. Moreover, the classes is designed to be exclusive,
as a result the classes are discriminative in semantics, and the document will be classified
to at least one on the classes.
Comparing to these benchmark news text classification datasets, the narrative classifica-
tion task in our setting has more complex category definitions and a noisy dataset which
puts difficulties to directly apply state-of-the-art text classifiers to the task.
5.3 MATCHING TWEET AND NEWS
There is another line of work studying the semantic matching between tweet text and news
articles. Guo et al. [27] try to link tweet to related news. In [28] Zhao et al. use interactive
attention networks for semantic linking between tweet and news. However, in those works
the tweet and news are individual text. Their focus is to enrich the short tweet text and link
them to news, while in our task we are enriching the narratives with topics and keywords




In another work [29] Thapen et al. try to detect events in tweet and online news data.
This work has the same idea with us that news and tweet are deeply connected. We take
one step further, aim to find the stimulus signal strength of certain event (in our setting,
the narrative) from news data.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied a narrative classification task without given sufficient training
samples, which worked as the stimulus mining module in the social media simulation pipeline.
We proposed a narrative decomposition and re-grouping strategy to fully utilize the state-of-
the-art weakly-supervised text classification methods. We also show the handling of a real
noisy news dataset with a relevance filtering preprocessing that can remove the obstacle for
using self-training based methods.
We conducted two set of experiments on SocialSim CP4 and CP5 competition datasets
with different background of global events and show quantitative results (time-series cor-
relation), explainable intermediate keywords and case studies. In CP5 dataset, we directly
evaluate the proposed solution as classification task against a human labeled dataset and an
automatically linked dataset.
We further explored two ways to combine multiple methods to achieve optimal correlation
between the produced stimulus time-series and the social media activity volume time-series.
Evaluation for the whole simulation pipeline shows that our proposed weakly-supervised
solution can achieve a competitive performance comparing to an officially provided, fully
supervised BERT model (the LEIDOS BERT). The evaluation also show part of the effec-
tiveness of our proposed method combination strategies: one out of the two is performing
well. We doubt the other one is suffering from overfitting problem.
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE WORK
Though the CatE and WeSTClass integrated well (one providing supervision for another),
it is still interesting to see if we can put the state-of-the-art language models such as BERT
into the framework. LOTClass is a good example for such integration.
As mentioned in previous chapters, the current solution still requires some human labor
in the pipeline for narrative decomposition, grouping and weight design. This may make the
proposed solution too ad-hoc to be applied to other scenarios. A possible future direction can
be an automatic pipeline for narrative understanding. This may switch the classification task
to an information retrieval task, since we do not make assumption of knowing the narrative
beforehand.
Some findings in the case study in error analysis section (Section 4.4.5) also suggest a
partial matching issue in the current framework. Although the decomposition and regrouping
strategy pave the way of using weakly-supervised topic mining and classifiers, it also brings
the problem of score combination in the time-series generation step. The current score
combination is using weighted geometric mean, while some of the articles may still get a
high narrative score if they cover only partial topics in the narrative. In future work we may
take semantic completeness into account to penalize partially matched articles.
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